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At SSF we are
excited to be
selected as a
Preferred Supplier of
the Robert Bosch
Group, a recognition of
SSF’s exceptional
performance as a key supplier
to the European Aftermarket, and
in appreciation of our extensive
catalog, on-time delivery, and superior
customer service.

BENEFITS OF SSF/WM &
BOSCH PARTNERSHIP

MEMBER

SSF opened its doors with a vision to offer the most complete, quality-driven parts program for European vehicles and Bosch has been one of our most important
partners since the very beginning 44 years ago.
Now, as a Bosch Preferred Supplier, SSF customers
can earn 25% more eXtra Points when you buy
eligible Bosch Automotive Products plus an
additional 10% if you use the PartsTech
online platform!

WM SE in Germany, SSF’s
majority partner is the largest
supplier to the BCS network in
Europe. This further strengthens our
relationship with the Bosch team and is
a great platform to share the experiences
we’ve gained in our key markets.

As a select Bosch Preferred
Supplier, SSF Customers Now
Earn 25% More eXtra Points*
When You Buy Eligible Bosch
Automotive Parts!
All you need to do is make sure SSF is selected as
one of your distributors and every time you
purchase eligible Bosch-branded automotive
parts from us, you’ll earn 25% more eXtra points!
Enro
Here ll

www. extra-awards.com
BOSCH CAR SERVICE
PARTNERSHIP

Bosch Car Service (BCS) is a premium partnership program, specializing in all vehicle services. Every garage
that's a part of BCS serves as a credible alternative to traditional car dealerships, offering servicing, repairs, and diagnostics for all vehicle makes. In addition, each garage is backed by
the full resources, capabilities and expertise of the Bosch team.
BCS’s support structure is designed to help you win new customers
and strengthen existing relationships while gaining a competitive advantage with training solutions and a full range of marketing tools!

Your SSF Account Manager can tell you more about
the advantages of partnership in the Bosch Car Service

